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Prime Minister:  Sir Fodder
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Sir Lukor  – President
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Sir Agar

Sir Shortround
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Sir Moonshine
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YOU KNOW YOU’RE A OLD SCHOOLER IF YOU REMEMBER WHEN.....
10. Your weapons were made from PVC and duct tape.
  9. Iron Keep was one of the largest parks in VSR.
  8. Moonshine first went by Shadow and was a Templar.
  7. You played the great quest at the Rainbow Lake camp-out.
  6. The Templars built a wood castle at aVSR mid reign.
  5.  Sir Trenton had hair.
  4. Your favorite class was duelist.
  3.  You went to Seaquest 1.
  2.  Silverlock was white.
  1. You had to stop playing amtgard to look for Sir Jaxom’s kid.

 
YOU KNOW YOU’RE A NEWB IF YOU SAY.....
10. Who the heck made swords from PVC?... What idiots.  Don’t you know golf clubs is the way to
go?
 9. Where is Iron Keep again?  Washington?
 8. Moonshine was never a Templar, he has more self respect then that.
 7. Wasn’t Rainbow Lake where the Grateful Dead last played at?
 6.  My highschool friends and I can make a castle...that’s if our parents would lend us the money.
 5. How long has Sir Trenton been playing?
 4. I can’t find that duelist class anywhere in the rule book.
 3. Is that quest by a beach?
 2. Isn’t Silverlock white?
 1. I was trying to hide from my dad and run away with the gypsies, but I was always found.
 
By Sir Moonshine

Peterisms... by Lord Peter

 1. Someone who thinks logically is a nice contrast to the real world.

2. Hard work pays of tomorrow. Laziness pays off today.

3. If you think that there is good in everybody, you haven't met everybody.

4. The more you run over a dead cat, the flatter it gets.

5. Don't kick a man while he is down unless you are sure he will not get back up again.

6. Plagiarism saves time.

7. All things being equal, a fat person uses more soap than a thin person.

8. Common sense is not that common.

9. Keep skunks at a distance.



Guildmasters:

Guildmaster of Reeves ---- Sir Agar
Anti Paladin   --- Sir Moonshine
Archer  ---  Sir Galrog
Assassin  --- Squire Abdul
Barbarian  ---  Baelnorn
Bard ---  Blapt
Druid --- Squire Darrian
Healer --- Dalamar
Monk --- Sir Fodder
Monster --- Sir Trenton
Paladin ---  Sir Trenton
Scout --- Squire Darrian
Warrior --- Blapt
Wizard --- Sir Trenton

Park Leadership

I have been an aid to monarchs, regents, the occasional prime minister and a few park leaders over
the years. I ran for high office once, in 1995 and lost spectacularly. Looking back, I couldn’t even
tell you why I ran, except that my knight at the time thought I should. I have helped with a few
culturals, a few feasts, tried to give aid where I could and on occasion, made a bloody nuisance of
myself to one monarchy and another. 

All of these things combined have left me with one very definite belief about park or kingdom
leadership. I never wanted either. I have never desired to be in a leadership position, because too
often I have seen what comes of failure and dissenters, even  when one is successful. I am and
always have been one of the fey, a shadow dweller, where I belong.  When I moved to the
Northwest, I lost my mind.

I had this mad idea that I should start a park. I knew of a few others who might be interested in
playing, and the nearest park being roughly 2 hours away, I thought I might have a go at it. Instant
Park Leader, just add newbies. I made a vital discovery in our first few weeks. I am a terrible park
leader. 

Did you think this would be a long winded missive on the cleverness of me, some instruction on
how to be an excellent official, based on my own excellence and dedication to the game? Not a bit
of it. I am not clever or excellent and so I can not share these things with anyone. I am not an
excellent leader, but I do have one thing going for me. I have an excellent populace, and they
cancel out my ineptitude.  They come out to play, and they bring supplies, and remember the things
I have forgotten. They remind me what they need from me, and fill my Saturdays and my home
with so much light and laughter! They tell me I am a wonderful leader, and I smile because I know
the truth… Everyone looks like a wonderful leader when they “lead” such enthusiastic people. My
secret to being a wonderful park leader? Care. Show up. Listen to what your people want and be
willing to deviate from your own plans. Let them show you how to lead them. And let yourself be
inspired. I know I have been, and I am inspired anew each weekend. 

With humble gratitude and service,
Sq. Tana MoreHeart t’Mar

Chancellor of Dark Harbor. 

APRIL
 

22   Kingdom  level quest sword/dip, Sylvan Fenn, Newberg.nd

 

MAY
 

13   Kingdom level quest shield/homestone, IK, Eugene.th

18-21 Thousand Stars VII - Noble Wars

 

27    Kingdom level quest Ring/horn, DF. Oregon City. Althing to follow forth

P.M. approvals
 

JUNE
 

10    Prime minister elections at MS proper Gabriel park Portland. Moonshine'sth

Summer time Kingdom level bear pit touney and forest battle games. If you

have not been to MS proper and fought in a forest battle there, you should go, its

very fun.

 

24    Double mid reign Campout, might be triple mid reign camp out again.th

With Northern Lights and Storm Haven. /TBA. Still need to work it out with

Dogboy. 
 

JULY
 

1    Kingdom level Ithra Sponsored by Sir Lukor. Also going to be a Kingdom ST

level Fundraiser TBA. Vancouver WA, leverich park. 39th street exit.

 

14  -16    Dark campout Sponsered by COA.th th

 

AUGUST/ Month of the Crown. 
 

5    Kingdom level Quals, Vancouver WA. leverich park, Weapon masterth

tourney

 

19    Kingdom level Elections, Sylvan fenn. Newberg. Champions tourneyth

 

AUG 31  - SEP 3   ST RD

PAC-WAR 8. KINGDOM LEVEL CORONATION / NORTHERN LIGHTS

CORONATION.

Sponsored by Storm Haven
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